How we generated
$200,453.24 in our
first 35 DAYS for a
177.27% sales increase
from the prior month!
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The problem

11Bravos came to us with the intention of taking
their paid social media campaigns from good to
great. With other agencies, they’ve had issues
running ads that were too specific. 11Bravos’
target audience is active duty members, veterans
and family members of the military. We’re aware
that all military personnel is proud to serve their
country, but typically don’t like it when their
branch is mistaken for another. These mistakes
cost 11Bravos customers in the past.
They also became concerned that we were going
to be taking over their social media campaigns
in the middle of a pandemic (COVID-19).
People were losing their jobs as companies
began slowing down and temporarily closing
operations. 11Bravos voiced that during this
period, sales might drop and we might need to
relaunch our campaign at a later date as well as
reduce the overall budget by nearly 65%.

We took all of these challenges and concerns
into consideration when creating our paid
social campaigns. Typically, we research our
clients’ target audience, find commonalities and
pain points, then create ads for their specific
audience. This time we decided it would be best
to broaden our campaign reach and created
ads that didn’t specifically mention one military
branch. No one was going to be left behind.
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The Results

Advertising with Monster Agency (35 Days)

Total Amount
Spent

Total Revenue
Generated

Average Return
on Ad Spend

$107,638.90

$200,453.24

1.86x

Advertising WITHOUT Monster Agency
Total Revenue
Generated

Average Return
on Ad Spend

February

$72,292.79

2.05x

January

$86,663.10

2.11x

December

$130,535.85

1.82x

November

$140,471.67

1.78x
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The Results

We absolutely crushed their
campaigns generating $200,453.24
in our first 35 DAYS!
Before this period, our client’s sales peaked during the holiday season when consumers
are MOST active. We managed to generate these outstanding results in the middle of a
GLOBAL pandemic. Not only were we able to improve sales by 177% from the prior month
but we didn’t offend any veterans in the process.

If you are interested in working with Monster Agency™ to both optimize
and maximize your paid social campaigns (even during a pandemic),
book your ROI Strategy Call with us today!

 monsteragency.com  hi@monsteragency.com  (866) 309-8616

